
  

Excerpted from Dirshu shiur delivered by Dayan Chaim Heimlich שליט"א at Adass Israel Shul 

קסח סעיף יגסימן   

Which beracha should one recite on sufganin / 

doughnuts?1 

The Mechaber brings two opinions with the regard to 

which beracha should be recited on doughnuts.  The 

‘doughnuts’ that the Mechaber is discussing are made 

from a thick dough, just like that of bread.  The dough is 

made with an amount of water that, were this to have 

been baked, would have the status of regular bread,2 but 

instead of baking the dough it 

was deep fried in oil or cooked in 

water.3   

The Mechaber brings two 

opinions as to which beracha 

should be recited on doughnuts. 

 Doughnuts are :מזונות .1

cooked or deep fried 

without being previously baked.  The cooking 

nullifies its status as bread.  Therefore, the 

appropriate beracha is מזונות, no matter how much 

one eats.  Even if one were to eat a  שיעור קביעת

 This would hold  .מזונות the beracha would be סעודה

true even if the dough were to be obligated in 

 4.הפרשת חלה

 the 2nd opinion brought in the Mechaber :המוציא .2

holds that the beracha on doughnuts is always 

 This opinion holds that whatever came from  .המוציא

a thick dough (בלילה עבה) and has the appearance of 

bread (תואר לחם) has the halachic status of bread 

and the proper beracha is המוציא even if it was 

cooked or deep fried.  One would make a המוציא on 

doughnuts, according to this opinion, even if he was 

not קובע סעודה on doughnuts.5 

                                                           
1 The above question is especially relevant this time of year 

with Chanuka coming soon beH.  The custom among much of 

Klal Yisroel is to eat sufganiyos, made from a dough that is deep 

fried in oil.  
2 As opposed to having a significant amount of fruit juice where 
the halacha would be different.  See Rama and the end of this 
seif. 
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The ruling of the Rama 

The Rama points out that the prevalent custom is to be 

lenient and follow the 1st opinion.   

The Mishna Berura6 adds that if one were to eat a 

number of doughnuts through which one is satiated, 

there would exist an obligation to bentch.  The reason for 

this is as follows.  The 1st opinion holds that we are in 

doubt as to whether doughnuts are מזונות or המוציא.  

One who eats an amount of bread that does to cause him 

to be satiated is obligated in bentching 

only miderabonon.  The de’oryasa 

obligation to bentch only exists where 

one ate an amount that satiates.  

Therefore, in a situation where one is 

not satiated after eating doughnuts 

(which is the most common scenario) 

then, due to the principle  ספק ברכות

 one does not bentch and it is 7,להקל

this scenario that the Rama is 

discussing.  One who eats an amount that satiated 

oneself would be obligated to bentch8 based on the 

principle of 9.ספק דאורייתא לחומרא  The Mishna Berura 

continues that the above would only be true if, while 

kneading the dough, one had in mind to bake a regular 

bread and then later changed his mind to turn it into 

doughnuts.  But, if one from the beginning had in mind to 

cook/fry the dough then one would never make a המוציא 

on the doughnuts no matter how much one ate. 

The ruling of the Mechaber 

The Mechaber concludes that one who is a ירא שמים 

should try and satisfy both opinions by only eating 

doughnuts in the middle of a bread meal. 

A difficulty with the Mechaber’s ruling 

It is difficult to understand how eating doughnuts in the 

middle of a bread meal without reciting a beracha on 

them would be satisfying both opinions.  According to 

 .עיין מ"ב ס"ק עא, עב 4
 מ"ב ס"ק עג 5
 ס"ק עה 6
7 No beracha is recited in situations when there exists a doubt 
regarding whether one needs to recite a beracha 
8 Were he to have eaten bread 
9 When in doubt whether one is obligated in a mitzvah deoryasa 
one must be stringent. 
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the 1st opinion doughnuts are always מזונות even in the 

middle of a bread meal.  It would appear that this 

approach would not be satisfying the 1st opinion which, 

ironically, is the main opinion.  

Three answers to this difficulty 

1. The של"ה הק': The Biur Halacha10 brings the  של"ה

 who asks this question on the Mechaber.  The 'הק

ה הקשל" ' answers that if the dough is a ‘bread dough’ 

in other words, if the dough is made from flour and 

mostly water, and it is not filled with anything then 

the המוציא will definitely exempt the doughnut from 

a beracha rishona.   

 

2. The Mogen Avroham: The Mogen Avroham raises a 

difficulty with the approach of the "ה הקשל ' and 

offers a different answer.  The Mogen Avroham rules 

that the Mechaber is talking here about a dough that 

is filled with meat and the like, this pastry is definitely 

coming to satiate and not for קינוח.  Therefore, the 

  .will exempt the pastry from a beracha rishona המוציא

But with regards to a bread dough that is not filled 

with meat, like doughnuts, in addition to only eating it 

within a bread meal, one should have in mind that he is 

eating it to fill one up and not for קינוח.   

 

3. The Halacha Berura: The Biur Halacha then brings the 

opinion of the Halacha Berura who rules that if one 

has in mind that the המוציא should exempt the 

doughnuts, then no other beracha is necessary while 

eating it in the middle of a bread meal.  According to 

this opinion one should have in mind while reciting 

 .that he intends to exempt the doughnut המוציא

The prevalent custom 

The common custom is to eat doughnuts outside of a 

bread meal and recite a מזונות on them.  Even those who 

are particular to only eat doughnuts in the middle of a 

bread meal don’t always have specific intention during 

the המוציא to exempt the doughnuts.  It appears that the 

custom is just relying on the 1st opinion brought by the 

Mechaber upon which the Rama testifies that this is 

indeed the custom.   

The truth is that we must remember that the Rama at the 

end of the סעיף rules that if the dough of the doughnuts 

were kneaded with oil or honey and the like then such 

doughnuts would have the status of פת הבאה בכיסנין, 

according to the 2nd opinion.  The Beracha would then be 

 according to all opinions as long as one is not מזונות

having a שיעור קביעת סעודה.  Therefore, if the dough is 

majority oil… then the prevalent custom would satisfy all 

opinions.   

Another support for the custom is the position of the Taz 

brought in the Biur Halacha.11  The Taz holds that even if 

the dough is a bread dough (mostly water) when it is fried 

in oil, and at that point becomes saturated in oil, it gains 

the status of פת הבאה בכיסנין as if it was kneaded in oil.  

The Biur Halacha explains that he didn’t bring the opinion 

of the Taz in the Mishna Berura because many achronim 

disagree.  However, the Shulchan Aruch HaRAv12 does 

bring the opinion of the Taz.   

 הלכה למעשה

There is a strong basis to be lenient and recite a מזונות on 

doughnuts even when eating a  סעודהשיעור קביעת .  

However, if one wants to incorporate the 2nd opinion 

brought in the Mechaber, as the Mechaber himself 

recommends a ירא שמים to do, then one should not eat 

a ור קביעת סעודהעשי  of doughnuts outside of a bread 

meal. 

------------

  By Ari Traurig

יג -סעיפים ז סימן קסח   

 Part 3 ?המוציא or מזונות

Previously we looked at the three categories of grain 

products: Pas habo’oh bkisonin (fruit pie, cake or cracker), 

Kedeira b’alma (cooked only, e.g. pasta, farfel), and 

Lechem gamur (bread or challa) as to whether they are 

 al hamichya brachos or require washing, the & מזונות

brachos of al netilays yadayim, המוציא & birkas hamazon 

afterwards.  

Last week we illustrated the different heating methods 

of Baking, Cooking, or Frying and which of the above 

categories of grain products they produce. Baking 

generally makes either a Pas habo’oh bkisonin or Lechem 

                                                           
 ד"ה וירא שמים 10
 ד"ה וכל זה 11

gamur product, while cooking generally makes a Kedeira 

b’alma product. Frying is a machlokes whether it qualifies 

as cooking.  

However what happens when more than one of the 

heating methods is used consecutively? First we will look 

at dough that was first baked and made into Lechem 

gamur, then crumbed to make bread crumbs, and then 

the bread crumbs were cooked. Does the status of the 

Lechem gamur change as a result of being crumbed and 

then cooked? The Mechaber brings the following three 

scenarios in Seif 10:  

 סעיף טז 12



Scenario 1: Bread crumbs (i.e. already baked, then crumbed), then Cooked13 

 At least one of the crumbs before cooking 
was at least the size of a kzayis (MB 
53,54) 

All of the crumbs before cooking were 
smaller than a kzayis (MB 53,54) 

The crumbs after cooking still 
have the appearance of 
bread14 (‘Toar lechem’) 

Even though cooked, still Lechem gamur, 
since they were the size of a kzayis, they 

retain their status of “bread” (MB 55)  

The cooking has changed the status to 
Kedeira b’alma (MB 56,57) 

Example:e.g. Kneidelech, see footnote15 
The crumbs after cooking have 
no longer the appearance of 
bread 

Even though cooked, still Lechem gamur, 
since they were the size of a kzayis, they 

retain their status of “bread” (MB 55) 

The cooking has changed the status to 
Kedeira b’alma (MB 56,57) 

Scenario 2: Bread crumbs (i.e. already baked, then crumbed), then joined/stuck together through a liquid  

such as soup or honey (but not cooked) 

 At least one of the crumbs before cooking 
was at least the size of a kzayis (MB 
53,54) 

All of the crumbs before cooking were 
smaller than a kzayis (MB 53,54) 

The crumbs after cooking still 
have the appearance of bread  

Since the size of a kzayis, retains the 
status of Lechem gamur (MB 58) 

Since not cooked, and still has the 
appearance of bread, retains status of 

Lechem gamur (MB 59) 
The crumbs after cooking have 
no longer the appearance of 
bread 

Since the size of a kzayis, retains the 
status of Lechem gamur (MB 58) 

The cooking has changed the status to 
Kedeira b’alma (MB 57) 

Scenario 3: Bread crumbs (i.e. already baked) then crumbed, even very small (but not cooked or joined) 

 At least one of the crumbs before cooking 
was at least the size of a kzayis (MB 53,54) 

All of the crumbs before cooking were 
smaller than a kzayis (MB 53,54) 

The crumbs after cooking still 
have the appearance of bread  

 
Irrespective of other factors such as appearance and size, the bread crumbs retain 

their status of Lechem gamur (MB 60) The crumbs after cooking have 
no longer the appearance of 
bread 

Conclusion drawn from above charts: 

Analysis of Scenarios 1 and 2 above reveals that the only difference in Halacha occurs when the crumbs were smaller 
than a kzayis before cooking, and they still have the appearance of bread after cooking (the top right square of both 
charts for Scenarios 1 and 2, in italics). This explains why whenever the Mishna Berura is in doubt that the bread crumbs 
have actually been cooked, i.e. whether we are dealing with Scenarios 1 or 2, it is advised that one should eat it within a 

meal (since, we are not clear on whether מזונות (if Kedeira b’alma) or המוציא (if Lechem gamur) is required, however if 

eaten within a meal, then definitely covered by the meal).  

Two examples the Mishna Berura brings of a safek whether the bread crumbs have been considered as cooked or just joined 

together: 

1. If the bread crumbs are fried, this is a machlokes whether considered cooked (MB 56) 
2. If boiling water is poured from a kli rishon onto the bread crumbs, this is also a machlokes whether cooked (MB 52) 

Therefore in both of the above cases, if the bread crumbs were smaller than a kzayis before cooking and they still have 

the appearance of bread after cooking then the Mishna Berura states that they should only be eaten within a meal. 
 _________________________  

קעבסימן   

1.  One who began drinking and realized he did not recite 
a beracha may swallow the drink without reciting a 
beracha.16 [MB 5] 

2.  In the above scenario, if one has more of the drink 
available, he should spit out what he has in his mouth and 
recite a beracha on the rest of the drink. [MB 2] 

3.  There is a dispute amongst the poskim whether one 
who is thirsty in the middle of the night and cannot wash 

                                                           
13 Must be cooked at least ‘ben drusai’, whereas putting them in a boiling pot then immediately removing them, doesn’t count change 
the status of the bread (Dirshu 168). 
14 I.e. hasn’t dissolved completely, and still recognisable as bread (Dirshu 42). 
15 As long as a) they are being cooked with enough liquid to be considered cooking, and b) is not being baked again afterwards (MB 59) 
16 See Dirshu note 1, in the name of Rav Shlomo Zalman Aurbach ztl, the reason why Chazal allowed a person to benefit from the 
world without reciting a beracha in this case. 
17 The same holds true if the food will not become disgusting but one is in front of company that will be repulsed by seeing someone 
spit out food. [Dirshu note 7 in the name of Rav S Z Aurbach ztl] 

his hands and recite a beracha if he is allowed to ‘think’ the 
beracha in his head and have a drink.  [Dirshu note 1] 

4.  One who mistakenly put food in his mouth without 
making a beracha… 

 If it is a food that will become disgusting if ejected from 
the mouth, then one should move the food to one side 
of his mouth and recite the beracha.17 

 If it is a food that will not become disgusting if ejected 
from the mouth, then one should spit it out and only 
then recite the beracha. [Mechaber 2] 
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 סימן קעג

5.  Although the Mechaber rules that one must wash one’s 
hands between fish and meat, the Mogen Avroham is in 
doubt whether this applies today. [Mechaber 2, MB 3] 

 סימן קעד

6.  The beracha one recites on wine18 exempts all other 
drinks from a beracha rishona.19 [Mechaber 2] 

7.  The beracha one recites on wine during kiddush 
exempts all wine that one drinks during the ensuing meal 
as long as the custom is to drink wine in the meal or the 
person had intention to do so. [Mechaber 4] 

8.  One fulfilled the mitzvah of kidush in shul and is making 
kidush at home for his family… 

 Shevet Halevi rules that this also exempts wine that one 
drinks in the meal. 

 Rav S Z Auerbach ztl rules that this does not exempt wine 
that one drinks in the meal unless one had intention for the 

mitzvah of being קובע the meal on wine. [Dirshu note 16] 

9.  One who brought one roll of bread and upon finishing 
it was still hungry and bought a second roll, needs to make 
another beracha rishona on the second roll. [MB 18] 

10.  One who made a beracha on a cup of milk while having 
in mind to drink more milk but upon finishing the milk 
decided to have a coffee with milk… 

 If his intention regarding the milk in the coffee is just 
to blunt the bitter taste of the coffee, then he should 

make a beracha but without שם ומלכות. 

 If he adds the milk to the coffee the sake of tasting the 
milk, no beracha is recited. [Dirshu note 22 from the 
Shevet HaLevi]

The Weekly Shmiras HaLashon  

(Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition) 

 Reuven needs to make inquiries about another person (i.e. 
for a shidduch) and as such he is allowed to investigate and 
ask questions about the individual he is looking into [he will 
need to be careful not to believe any negative report he 
hears but he is allowed to turn a shidduch down if he hears 
negative information without accepting it as fact (lachush 
mi’baye)]. If the subject of the inquiries lives in a different 
country, there is at times a considerable amount of tircha 
(difficulty) involved in asking the questions oneself. May 
Reuven ask his friend Shimon who is travelling to that 
country to investigate for him? Given that Shimon may be 
exposed to details of the subject that are not directly 
pertinent to him, may he be involved in asking the 
shidduch-questions or could it violate the issur of Lashon 
Hara? R’ Elyashiv permits this and even considers it an act 
of chessed for Shimon to assist Reuven in managing the 
inquiries for him (p. 289, note 72). 
 

 Is it permitted to make a list of all the people that 
borrowed from different gemachim and did not pay back 
their loans (completely or exceptionally late)? This list can 
be distributed to all gemachim, so that when a fellow with 
a bad track record wants to borrow at a different gemach, 
the owner of the gemach can identify him. Since the 
manager of the gemach does not want to go through a hard 
time trying to get back the money, he now has the option 
of refusing to lend him money. The Poskim allow this 
concept on condition that this list only reaches the hands 
of the people that need to know this matter. Also, a 
competent talmid chacham has to determine who needs to 
be included, as sometimes not repaying a loan could be due 
to unforeseen circumstances etc. There are those who 
suggest that the list should contain only the initials of the 
previous offenders. In this way their privacy is protected. 
When someone comes to borrow from a gemach, the 
owner can check his list and see if the initials of the person 
in front of him match any on the list. If they match he can 
contact the one who wrote the list to see if this person is 
in fact an offender (p. 289, note 73). 

                                                           
18 See Dirshu note 3 if this halacha applies to grape juice. 

 Reuven asks Shimon for private information about Levi, 
without mentioning that these questions serve a 
constructive purpose (to’eles). May Shimon blindly answer 
them assuming that there probably is a to’eles in 
answering or is Shimon perhaps required to ask Reuven 
why he needs this information? It would depend on who 
Reuven is. If he is a talmid chacham and a yarei shamayim 
(or perhaps even just one who is known to be exceedingly 
careful in his shemiras halashon) then one can assume that 
he is asking for a productive reason. There is no 
requirement to verify what he needs this information for. 
If, however, that is not the case, then one would have to 
ask Reuven why he is asking for this information (p. 289, 
note 74). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

19 See MB 3 for other criteria that need to be met in order for 
this exemption to be applicable. 
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